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STAS Limitations
STAS has several limitations with respect to the concept as well as a possible application in
limited resections. In 2016 Morimoto and colleagues reported that In frozen sections, the lung is
not sufficiently inflated. Therefore, it is difficult to diagnose ‘free tumor clusters’ in the airspace1.
Subsequently, four studies were published as summarized in Table 1. Furthermore, several
confounders may have an influence on the occurrence of STAS such as: i) influence of surgeons
hands on the tumor cells; ii) clamping artifact during segmentectomy2; iii) removal of lobe
through a small hole during video assisted thoracoscopy; iv) influence of pathologists hands on
the tumor cells; v) influence of knife during cutting a combination of any of these with
lymphangitic spread.
Table 1. Summary of four studies examining STAS on frozen section. N (STAS)= number of
cases studied / prevalence of STAS [percentage]; Gold = golden standard; FSC = frozen section
control; Personal opinion is opinion from 2 or more of the participating pathologists; Sens =
sensitivity; Spec = Specificity; PPV = positive predictive value; NPV = negative predictive value;
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1) Methodological flaw compared to other studies: cases with artifacts were
excluded; Golden standard determined by 2 out of the 5 pathologists; Gwet’s AC1
(coefficient 0.67)
2) Golden standard determined by 3 out of the 5 pathologists

3) Mean interobserver agreement after the second round on frozen section;
4) In between first and second round of reading sections was a discussion/learning
session. Fleiss kappa mean after second round for STAS (standard error (SE): ±
0.03); for artifact mean kappa 0.30 ±SE 0.03.
5) Concordance presence of STAS in frozen section, frozen section control (FFPE)
and adjacent sections was 39%.
6) In frozen section prevalence 43% in FSC 60%; compared to FSC in FS n= 2 out
of 43 FP, 5 = FN.
7) 5 observers range first and second round: 20-44% and 28-41%, respectively; see
also note 4); overall 44.2%, 95% confidence interval 29-60%.
8) Overall: 91.2%, 95% confidence interval 81-97%
9) STAS present in permanent sections (n=40), STAS also on frozen sections: n=22
(sensitivity 55%). STAS absent permanent sections (n=123), STAS also absent on
the frozen sections n=99 (specificity 80%). STAS on frozen sections n=44 (PPV
48%). STAS absent on frozen sections n=117 (NPV 85%).
The concerns of STAS analysis in frozen sections are clearly expressed in the summary of the
paper by Villalba and colleagues, which are pathologists with specific interest in pulmonary
pathology: “As current accepted definitions for STAS and artifactual clusters are variably
interpreted by pathologists, more precise criteria should be established and standardized,
possibly by web-based or in-person tutorials, before the assessment of STAS can be
implemented globally in the intraoperative setting to aid surgical decision making.” 5).
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